Previewing Output of Layout Definition Files
With IntelliJ IDEA, you can preview the output of the currently opened layout definition file
without launching a physical or virtual device. The preview changes dynamically, as you update
the layout definition file. Using the layout preview, you can adjust the appearance of your
application to various Android platforms, to devices with various screen sizes , orientations,
doc modes, night/notnight modes, locales, etc. You can emulate the target configuration by
choosing various settings from the corresponding controls.
Depending on the mode in which you are designing the application layout, you can preview the
output in different ways:
In the dedicated Preview tool window, when editing the layout manually.
The tool window appears when you open a layout definition file and switch to the T ext tab
to edit the file manually. The tool window remains on the screen until you close it manually
by clicking the Preview tool window button or switch to the Design tab to compose the
layout in the UI Designer. After that it remains hidden until you switch to the manual mode
again.
Right in the editor, when editing the layout using Android UI designer.
When you preview the layout output in the Preview tool window and design the layout
manually in the editor, you may need to move the bounds of the tool window so more space is
available in the editor. In this case it may be helpful to compress the preview so it fits the tool
window size but still reflects the layout output in the emulated environment. In the Preview
tool window, this is done using the toolbar buttons.
When you edit the layout in the UI Designer, the preview is already displayed in the editor
tab, so there is no need in adjusting its appearance.
If you are editing layout in the UI Designer, you can configure target device emulation
profiles. Each profile is a combination of target environment settings, such as platform,
orientation, theme, dock mode, etc. After that you can switch among the defined profiles
instead of setting up the environment emulation every time anew.
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T o ac c ess layout preview
1. Open the required layout definition file in the editor.
2. Choose the editing mode:
To edit the layout manually, switch to the T ext tab. The Preview tool window opens.
To edit the layout in the Designer tool window, switch to the Design tab. The current
editor tab no longer shows the text definition but displays a preview, just like in the
Preview tool window.\

T o preview layout , perform t hese general st eps:
Use the controls of the Preview tool window or the Design tab to emulate the target
configuration to run the application in.
Specify the alternative resources

to configure the target environment using the controls:

T arget devic e which presents a combination of Screen size and screen density . If
no device is chosen, IntelliJ IDEA displays an error message and provides a link to the
dialog box where you can configure it.
Screen orientation .
Target Android platform

to adjust the application to.

Locale .
Dock mode .
Night mode .
Theme .
Normally, the preview changes on-the-fly as you update the definition file. If it does not,
click the Refresh button button to have IntelliJ IDEA update the preview.
T o c onfigure a devic e emulat ion profile
1. In the Design tab of the Designer tool window, choose Edit Profiles from the Profile dropdown list in the top-left corner of the Design tab toolbar. By default, the Full item is
selected unless no profiles are configured at all.

2. In the Edit Profiles dialog box that opens, configure a list of target environment profiles.
To define a new profile, click the Add button
alternative resources.

and specify the profile name and the

To have the control for configuring an environment setting hidden when the profile is
selected, clear the Visible check box next to the setting. By default, the controls for all
settings are configured as visible.
To discard a profile, select it in the list and click the Remove button

.

T o adjust t he preview appearanc e, perform t hese general st eps:
When you preview the layout output in the Preview tool window and design the layout
manually in the editor, you may need to move the bounds of the tool window so more space is
available in the editor. In this case it may be helpful to compress the preview so it fits the tool
window size but still reflects the layout output in the emulated environment.
Adjust the preview appearance using the toolbar buttons:
To have IntelliJ IDEA compress or expand the preview so it fits the specified screen size,
toggle the Zoom t o Fit button .
To have IntelliJ IDEA compress or expand the preview so it fits the Preview tool window
size, click the Zoom t o Ac t ual Size button .
To expand or compress the preview, use the Zoom In
respectively.
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